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Many categories of strategic patenting occur in a form that appears to be 
legitimate profit-taking and a lawful adaptation by commercial practice to 
commercial realities. However, other strategic practices fit into a pattern of 
conduct that is prohibited by the competition laws. The purpose of this talk  
is to look at some examples of this type of strategic behavior such as: 
aggressive litigation strategy based on bad faith claims; misuse of patents in 
the pharmaceutical sector; patent ambushes; and patent flooding strategies.
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Steven Anderman is Professor of Law at the University of Essex and Stockholm 
University. He has been a visiting professor at NYLS, NYU, and the University of 
Pennsylvania. His book, The Interface Between Intellectual Property Rights and 
Competition Policy (Oxford University Press)—a topic which is the focus of his  
special interest—is considered the standard text on the subject. Recent speaking 
commitments on Microsoft have included Oxford University and in Stockholm and 
Rome. He has worked as expert on competition law for the Economic and Social 
Committee of the EU since 1984, and has advised both the Singapore (2004) and 
Chinese (2007) governments on the IP consequences of their competition laws.
